
Sense Your Flag



Concept
The basic concept is to integrate sky and water as a reflective senses 
in the place. The site selected is the north west edge in between cen-
tre of coniferous forests and near to the river (as much as possible). 
The sky and water are created in semi-hemisphere in the centre of 
the circle. 

The tiny channel of water is either taken from river or artificial pond 
is created or the high water table is used (1.5m) to bring water to 
surface and make it move into pond covered with frosted glass on 
the right side and a mirror glass on the left side, so that from the 
view point (4m high platform) sky and water can be seen.

The pond is inlet with perforated tubes that allow water to flow in. 
The water flowing from the stream into pond makes sound the is 
then transmitted to underground to glass under-stairway. So even if 
user is away from water it can be sense and felt. The glass stairway 
can also create water reflection through moving water waves under-
neath the covered pond.

A centralised deciduous tree is used to block the view to the river 
forcing one to use the staircase and get amazed at the magnificent 
view from the platform.

The mirror reflection of the sky over the pond enhances the emo-
tions and creates a sense of hear and there.....are you in space or 
on earth? People can sit over the central spaces with actually water 
underneath but even the sky under their feet (mirroring).

Also the maple tree drops its leaves into the channel of water that 
feeds the pond, these flags of leaves representing the ‘Canadian flag’ 
floating underneath the transparent glass will create a renewal in 
sensory art by enhancing culture through architecture and design.
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